
How to Write a Good 
Argumentative Essay: Easy Step-

by-Step 
Quotes are powerful tools in essay writing, not only because they represent wisdom and life experience but 
also because quotes can show how diverse the world is "essay writer". The insights of a single person may 
have been overlooked or forgotten by society if it hadn't been for their words being recorded and preserved. 

 

All great stories start with a question. The first sentence is crucial to hooking any audience in and 
captivating them in your writing piece until the end; It's just like how an intriguing movie, book or 
advertisement draws you into learning more about what's happening from beginning to finish. This concept 
holds true for essays as well - if you want people not only to read through but also enjoy reading every part 
of your essay, then make sure that opening up with some form of quote resonates deeply within their 
thoughts too! 

The following are some of the important tips that you need to keep in mind when starting an essay with a 
quote. 

Choose a quote that matches your purpose 

Finding a good quote can be tricky, but when it comes to finding quotes that suit your goal as an individual 
or organization you will find the process less challenging. In fact, they may even help in delivering and 
achieving what you have set out for yourself! 
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Know your audience  

Customize your quotations for the target audience and consider their interests. 

When writing a speech or article, you should always ask yourself who is it that I am trying to 
convince? What are they looking for in this content? You want them to be more interested in listening than 
anything else. 

Connect to the main point  

Explain how the quotation supports your argument or how it is directly or indirectly related to your topic. Be 
certain in how it highlights the problem being discussed in the essay 

Acknowledge the source  

It is important to acknowledge other authors when quoting them, as plagiarism can get you in serious 
trouble "essay writing service". When adding quotes into your essay or report, there are some compulsory 
details that should be included such as the page number and paragraph number so it's easy for readers to 
identify where they were sourced from. 
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